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“The Rude Boarders of Mother E”

When we think of the term “Environment,” what usually comes into our minds? An
area? A place? Yes, both answers are correct. Try to search the word environment in
your dictionary, it states there that an environment is a place as an area in which
something exists or lives or it is the totality of surrounding conditions.

With those definitions, we can already conclude that without the environment, no one
will be able to survive. The underlined word “lives” only speaks that environment is
very vital in our lives. But, what are we doing? We are slowly destroying our
environment, our home – our life! For what purposes? For our own benefits and we
are so selfish because of that. The trees are being cut down by humans and animals
are being killed which brought the existence of the term “endangered.” We are only
boarders of mother E (environment), all of these things we have right now and we see
here are all owned by Mother E. We Should take good care all those things; the trees,
the rivers, lakes and oceans and of course, our Mother E. Thousands of people are
working hand-in-hand to save Mother E and restore its natural beauty, but what could
those thousands do if millions are also working hand in hand to destroy her?
Thousands versus millions! Who do you think will win the environment battle?

Wake up humans! Wake up! We are being rude to Mother E. She is giving us
everything that we need but we never do something good in return, and it’s so unfair!
Let’s think of the fact that these are just temporary, and time will come that Mother E
will take all back everything we live through, even our lives. Aren’t you afraid?
Earthquakes and hurricanes will wrestle with us. Tsunamis will submerge us in water;
floods will make us float with bulging stomachs lifeless. Now, rude boarders are you
still sleepy or you are now ready to open your eyes and wake up?

